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United Policyholders on KCBS-AM

KCBS-AM

Listen to the radio clip
Transcript …on that front trying to get various insurance company to do the right thing we’ve been
dragging into mediation and you know ready to go House in one case according to the consumer
advocacy group United Policy holders two thirds of the homes lost in wildfires are grossly under insured
Jenna laine KCBS held for is taking steps to reduce the risk of fire KCBS Martin Schafer report on the plan
being developed by Cal fire and the board of Forestry the plan for vegetation treatment project is in the
works Active management in areas that and expected to be certified by the end of the year Cal fire
director need some healthy for treatment those projects Tom Porter we were bringing back will include
wildland urban interface vegetation reduction project fuel breaks and restoration support governor Brown
and governor knew some have been working with us to put a billion dollars worth of investment into work
that will be done in the Woods chairman of the board of Forestry Dr keith ellison calls that one arrow in
the quiver to reduce wildfire risk noting zoning hardening of structures and attention to new construction
made attention as well but he hit a hopeful tone who week can Blue for him significantly greater harmony
with the natural hazards that we face as Californians while still protecting the environment that we all
treasure while then fire protection will also include prescribed burns smart Shaker KCBS coming up on
quesadilla inside Jeffrey shout enough’ Otto P G any customers worried their monthly bills will go up a lot
of fixed income kids to weigh them with a look at traffic and weather together this morning Here’s all the
with an update on the closure of westbound 80 and all but Noel 80 westbound before arnold Valley Road
you had the freeway completely shut down after two car crash the good news though I just got off the
phone with laura the KCBS phone for she said they’re trying to funnel everyone into that left flames
they’ve opened up the left lane by traffic is still extremely backed up up to a highway for this is because
of two car crash one is on its side and the other Flande on its roof it is a fatal crash and so it’s best right
now to just take the Hercules exit or even Willow Avenue and rides Sanpaolo Avenue back to the freeway
because this is looking like it could be there for a while in the opposite direction eastbound 80 in Vallejo
the Hurricane as bridge toll Plaza it’s really jamming up those cash things really piling up your next traffic
update to 18 on the leader KCBS them heavy coastal and Valley for ground debate this morning lows for
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